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Triple MMM Holdings Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) ACN 629 584 238 

in its personal capacity and its capacity as trustee for Triple MMM Unit Trust 

ABN 13 537 443 405 

(Triple MMM or the Company) 

 

13 December 2022 

 

 

As you are aware, Matthew Caddy and I were appointed Voluntary Administrators (Administrators) of Triple 

MMM on 21 November 2022. 

The purpose of this circular is to provide you with information in relation to the Administrators’ application 

to the Federal Court of Australia (Federal Court) (proceeding no. VID698/2022) (Proceeding) seeking orders 

to extend the period within which the Administrators must convene the second meeting of creditors 

(Application). 

The Application will be heard in the Federal Court before the Honourable Justice Moshinsky on Thursday, 15 

December 2022 at 2.15 pm (the Hearing). The time is provisional and may be subject to change on the day 

of the hearing.  The listing details, including the time and location of the Hearing, are publicly available and 

can be searched at this link by entering the proceeding no. VID698/2022 in the file number search field: 

https://www.comcourts.gov.au/public/esearch/disclaimer.  In order to access the file number search field, the 

disclaimer must first be accepted by clicking “Accept” at the bottom left of the disclaimer page.  

Under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), the second meeting of creditors must be convened within 20 

business days of the appointment of Voluntary Administrators (the Convening Period). In convening the 

meeting, five business days’ notice must be given of the date and time that the meeting will take place.  In 

the case of Triple MMM, the Convening Period is due to expire on Monday, 19 December 2022, resulting in 

the second meeting of creditors having to be held on or before Wednesday, 28 December 2022.   

As you are aware, the Administrators have been undertaking an urgent sale process for the business and 

assets of Triple MMM. There has been strong interest shown in the sale process, with approximately 40 

parties submitting expressions of interest and engaging in preliminary due diligence.  

Non-binding indicative offers have been submitted, and the Administrators are working through the details 

of these with each bidder, including the due diligence required by the bidders to enable them to submit a 

binding, final offer. Parties have indicated that they require time beyond the Convening Period for this 

purpose.  

In order to ensure that bidders have sufficient time to perform detailed due diligence, thereby maximising 

the potential outcome of the sale process and return to creditors, the Administrators are seeking an 

extension to the Convening Period for a period of two months.   
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A copy of the Application may be made available to any creditors on request. A copy of the orders, if so 

made, will be available to creditors at this link:  https://www.mcgrathnicol.com/creditors/triple-mmm-

holdings-pty-ltd-administrators-appointed-in-its-personalcapacity-and-its-capacity-as-trustee-for-triple-

mmm-unit-trust/.  

Please email Tess Mitchell of my staff at tmitchell@mcgrathnicol.com if you have any queries.  

 

Yours faithfully 

Triple MMM Holdings Pty Ltd (Administrators Appointed) 

 

 

 

 

 

Matthew Hutton  

Administrator  
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